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About This Game

The ultimate race of life....

~Steven and the rest of the sperm were preparing for their big race, when all of a sudden, a horrific rush of spermicide began to
attack and kill them all! Many (future) lives perished, but one survived - Steven!

Steven was fast and nimble, and managed to evade the threat! Now, all alone with the spermicide closing in on him ever so
quickly, Steven must make it to the egg before it's too late! Will a child be born, or will the commanding contraception erase

him from exquisite existence?~
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Features!

 6 awesome and unique stages! (12 stages technically if you count unlocking something that may... "modify" these levels
a bit...)

 Challenging and addictive gameplay with satisfying sound effects that'll keep you playing for hours! (even if you die
over and over again.)

 Charming game atmosphere with a late 90s PC game vibe, and lots of little quirks and details!

 Cool unlockable title screens and cosmetics to personalize your game!

 Achievements to help give some extra objectives and spicen up the stages after you've mastered them!

 Bonus videos that'll make you want to see what happens when you (or IF you can) 100% the game...

 A nice and simple High Score board to help track your accomplishments and improvement!

Can you make it to the egg and give birth to a beautiful life? Or will you perish and
leave only failure in your wake?
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steve sperm donor

"LABOR OF LOVE" AWARD. This game was really ♥♥♥♥ing fun for awhile but then it broke, guess I'll just have to have
even more fun replaying it. No control options is the best thing EVER! Now I dont have to mess with using a controller or even
a wheel cuz I just don't have the ability to! No more mucking around with "PRETTY" games either this one is all gameplay.
About the gameplay? Well, I tell you, Don't bother with any of these complicated games with gas, brake, HAND brake, views,
FUN... Wow, it's just too much hassle to learn how to steer anything these days so this game gets it right it just does away with
anything other than the BARE essentials! Go, stop, shoot the challenge guns and jerk violently to one side or the other, who
needs anything else? The track design is just THE most amazing! Imagine a racing game you have to actually figure out where
the track is! Ya, I know right? It's great it's like you get a free adventure game all included! Don't wast a single penny on this
♥♥♥♥ing travesty. Buy a good game instead.... When this game first came out, it was decent but now it is terrible. i havent had
1 minute of gameplay as all the servers are still in version 1.5 and 1.4. if you have this game and it works, then you are lucky in
this day an age.. great game, more content then wizards throne, but plays the same, if not slightly better. great game to play with
a few beers and a a few mates. wishing more people had this ghame so i can Multi with them. a blast from the past. you have
quite a neat concept here, but the bridge power is not very good, also there are quite a few noticable framedrops when rideing
the first lift, also i did not really like haveing to get to a power source to be able to swap powers.. In my own opinion this game
isn't set up entirely well, for $7 I don't believe it is worth buying, it seems more like a game that should be a free flashplayer
deal. But if you want to make your own decision before buying it you can check out my video of my first thoughts here. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kccK88RaEBs. Sadly what could have been so much more remains to be a badly executed
Total War ripoff.. played this game with my brother it was pretty awsome if you like driveing around trying to kill each other
and also at the same time mowing the lawn trying to keep a decent pattern and hateing life when someone reks it this is your
game honestrly tho i did enjoy it

needs controller support tho. and more people

maby things like power ups or something random events like a tornado or something be cool. This is another P2W.
Well, then try to win with skill, oh wait. There is no skill needed. Only luck.
Don't try it. It's based on luck.
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Yeeeeeeeeeeeeep, yep, yep, yep, yep
it's DESCENT!. the game was ok. it was short and seemed that it could of had a better ending. i almost felt like the put a lot into
the game and then ran out of time and or energy so just put a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ ending on.. Best 5$ you'll spend on VR game. Totaly
worth it!. Fantastic little game for the price and very addictive. Felt a bit repetitive at first but the gameplay soon evolves as you
unlock lots of new weapons and gadgets and improve your skills. Recommend it.. I've been playing this series since the 2nd
game release, before this one even came to Steam. I reccommend it. If you're interested enough to read this review, I can safely
say that you'll have fun with it. It's basically an indie Supreme Commander with a few of its own twists, and it's well made.

Note: I'm running it great on my Surface Pro 3, Windows 8.1 with just a touch screen and it is working like a charm so far (not
that you have to on any of those counts).. Awesome little puzzle game. The final levels took some serious thinking. If you enjoy
games like Portal, The Talos Principle and so on, you'll enjoy this relaxing but aggravating game with it's brain testing puzzles
yet soothing soundtrack.. The stream buffers a lot for me. Other than that it's a good episode so far. I'm typing this as I'm
waiting for it to buffer... still buffering... Meanwhile: http:\/\/gyazo.com\/841c0b6d1425f30270e6e6864180de2f
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